2019 AIA COD: “THE INNOVATORS AND MAINTAINERS”
INNOVATION IN ARCHITECTURE, INFRASTRUCTURE, & TECHNOLOGY
David B. Greenbaum, FAIA Chair

Fall Conference: **SWITZERLAND**
September 21st–29th: Basel, Lausanne and Lucerne
Add-on Tour: September 29th–October 2nd: The Alps–Vals and Chur

Conference Chairs:
Tiffany Melançon, SIA, Int’l Assoc. AIA
Stefan Bieri, Dipl. Architekt FH | Int’l. Assoc. AIA | AIACE Vice President
The Swiss Road Trip - Draft Itinerary

Saturday, September 21
- Walking Tour Basel
- Museum der Kulturen
- Kunstmuseum

September 22
- Tour: Foundation Beyeler
- Tour: Vitra Campus

September 23
- Tour: Roche Campus
- Tour: Novartis Campus
- HdeM Archive / Dreispitz Campus Visit

September 24
- Schaulager Museum Visit
- Ricola Kreuterzentrum Facility
- Audemars Piguet Tour

September 25
- Tour: EPFL Campus
- Flon Quarter

September 26
- Olympic Headquarters
- Olympic Student Housing
- Villa "La Lac"
- Nestlé Headquarters

September 27
- Tour/Presentation: Mt. Pilatus

September 28
- Swiss Transport Museum
- Concert Hall
- Pius Church
- Lake Lucerne boat tour

Add-On-The Alps
September 29 - October 2
- Andermatt
- Vals
- Chur
Basel:
Innovation and Urban Growth
Christ & Gantenbein’s Kunstmuseum

Museum der Kulturen
Novartis Campus
Lausanne: EPFL Lausanne, Hub of Swiss Innovation
Lucerne:
Innovation in Swiss Infrastructure, Building in the Alpine Landscape
Mt. Pilatus
Concert Hall, Lucerne
Boat Ride, Lake Lucerne
The Alps
Innovation in Tradition in the Alpines

The add-on tour
Hotel Chedi, Andermatt

Along the way
Saint Benedict Chapel
Saint Benedict Chapel
Therme Vals at 7132 Hotel
Rocks Resort
Bundner Kunstmuseum, Chur
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